86      LEARNING TO LIVE, AND TO LIVE WITH OTHERS
"Let us decide on some foods we will enjoy cooking and eating."
Suggestions tumbled forth, desserts heading the list, cookies for
the Red Cross, fudge, custard. A teacher mentioned food ration-
ing; then sugarless cake, applesauce, muffins, candied apples, and
gingerbread were named by the children. Someone said: "Vege-
tables are not rationed." At once a sort of game ensued to see
how many vegetables could be recalled, A teacher asked: "Would
you like to prepare some vegetables?" Unanimous agreement was
reached. Then the homemaking teacher said that she knew a
recipe for vegetable soup which did not require meat and in
which almost any vegetable found in the market could be used.
Marjorie, who goes to market with her mother, said: "I know that
carrots, celery, potatoes, onions, turnips, and spinach are in mar-
ket now." It was finally decided to make the vegetable soup.
The second day: Planning is continued. The recipe for the soup
was studied and a list made of vegetables desired for it. Plans
were then made for the marketing trip the following day, and for
use of the homemaking room. The 30 to 45 minutes which had
been used each week for evaluating the "sharing" activities was
not adequate to plan, carry out, and evaluate the laboratory expe-
riences. It was therefore decided to allow as much time as needed
for the preplanning, which usually took 20 to 30 minutes, and to
reserve approximately 2 hours for the laboratory study. Approx-
imately 20 minutes were also allowed on the day following the
laboratory work to evaluate what had happened, so that wrong
impressions could be corrected at once and pleasurable ones em-
phasized.
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The third day: The class goes to the store and the laboratory.
The group went to a nearby market to buy the vegetables. The
children "shopped" at some display Counters on the way for prices
and quality of the vegetables, so that they would have some meas-
poe for judging where to buy., They agreed that the foods at the
| visited bst looted better and w$re a few cents cheaper
seen en ionte. The purchases were made and the
,c^OTd to school aacl oasefully placed in the refrigerator
A* fe&^ii^ day. The group spent some time in the
the equipment, and where and how
of ,^fe^pess' when wedciiig with foods
ie., paper

